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Drinks:
Attention
seekers
Drinks brands within global travel retail
have long been making an effort to stand out
from the crowd. But what is interesting are
the many ways in which brands are getting
attention. Jessica Mason looks at the latest
premium drinks and their ingenious methods
for captivating consumers.
While some launch flavour
infusions and vintage blends as
ways of reinventing classics with
traditional values, many other
drinks lean towards themes of
nostalgia and the illicit underground element of the Prohibition
era. However, one theme runs
through the entire category –
premiumisation and exclusivity.
“Global travellers are looking for exclusive gifts and a distinct range of products
which they can’t buy domestically,” said
Rita Greenwood, Managing Director of
Global Travel Retail at William Grant &
Sons (Golden Village GO2).
“Differentiation is a key factor in
persuading the consumer to buy travel
retail exclusives and premiumisation
will also be a strong focus for future
exclusive ranges,” agreed Maxxium
Travel Retail (Mediterranean Village
N7) Managing Director Glen Williams,
mirroring SPI Group’s (Blue Village
D3) Global Travel Retail Director JeanPhilippe Aucher’s assertion that “the
key drivers for success are innovation,
premiumness and exclusivities”.

Being daring
But standing out can be a tricky task
in a rather over-saturated industry,
especially within a marketplace where
consumers are bombarded with the best
of everything from all four corners of the
globe. Despite this, some illustrate how
being daring and having a product that
screams ‘confidence’ can go some way
towards getting attention.
Danzka Vodka is already globally known
as the ‘Vodka with Attitude’. Its new
marketing launch in April strengthened
this position and already works well for
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01 Glen Williams, Managing Director, Maxxium Travel
Retail: “American whiskey is already a force within
both domestic and travel retail markets and there is
still huge potential for growth. Jim Beam is the world’s
number one bourbon and continues to experience
strong growth, up 17% in the last year.”
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02 Danzka Vodka is already globally known as the
‘Vodka with Attitude’. Its new marketing launch in April
strengthened this position and already works well for
travel retail explained Rüdiger Behn, Managing Director
of Waldemar Behn GmbH, suggesting that pushing the
boundaries excites and intrigues consumers.
03 William Grant & Sons has collaborated with Nuance
to launch an exclusive Tullamore DEW 14 Year Old
Single Malt Sherry Cask Finish, which is available solely
through the retailer’s key European airport outlets.
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travel retail explained Rüdiger Behn,
Managing Director of Waldemar Behn
GmbH (Green Village H52), suggesting
that pushing the boundaries excites and
intrigues consumers.
Similarly, in its marketing, 1800 Super
Premium Tequila from Jose Cuervo (Bay
Village Bay 5B) purports to keep exclusive company and teases and intrigues
consumers by suggesting that it is “Not
for Most People,” commented Virginie
Marquet, Senior Commercial Manager at
Jose Cuervo.

Nostalgia & reinvention
“World of Patria continues to offer
a diverse portfolio to travel retailers
combining niche brands with established
well-known favourites,” explained Rob
Nichols, Managing Director, World of
Patria International (Blue Village G13).
“New to WOPI’s portfolio this year is
Chase Rhubarb Vodka. Previously a
limited edition, the huge success of this
flavoured vodka has led to its re-brand
and own individual-sized bottle,” said
Nichols, showing how the brand is aligning itself with quintessentially English
classic flavours. More evidence of this
can be seen from WOPI also showcasing
a new trio pack called Miniature Book
from Chase Vodka, which features three
unique exceptional spirits. “The pack
comes in beautiful packaging replicating
a hardback, British book,” said Nichols.
The trio pack includes Chase Original
Vodka, Williams Chase Elegant Gin and
Chase Marmalade Vodka.
And speaking of re-inventing classics,
Graham’s, the premier marque of
Symington Family Estates (Red Village
K5), leading producer of premium Ports,
has re-launched its range of caskmatured Tawny Ports. “The traditional
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The Prohibition Era
It is provenance that is also at the heart
of the trend of drinks being inspired by
the Prohibition Era. It seems that despite
the austerity of the time, the coolness
of the ‘knowing few’ has delivered hints
of stylishness and therefore desirability
to the theme. To reflect this, Fraternity Spirits World (Blue Village E1) is
showcasing its prohibited Rum Marques
De Cuba Habanero Rum this year, while
Maxxium’s Cutty Sark whisky brand
will also gain some exposure among
the travel retail community through its
introduction of the new aptly-named
Cutty Sark Prohibition.
“American whiskey is already a force
within both domestic and travel retail
markets and there is still huge potential
for growth,” commented Williams. “Jim
Beam is the world’s number one bourbon
and continues to experience strong
growth, up 17% in the last year.”
Tim Young, Marketing Director for BrownForman Travel Retail (Green Village M70)
agrees that “consumers are really interested in North American Whiskey right
now” and reminds that Brown-Forman is
“leading the category” with its Woodford
and Jack Daniel’s portfolio. “The biggest
news for us in the area of innovation is
the launch of Jack Daniel’s Sinatra Select
last December,” said Young. “The product,
crafted from specially-designed Sinatra
barrels is currently sold only in travel
retail (with the exception of Tennessee;
home of the Jack Daniel Distillery).”
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04 In its marketing, 1800 Super
Premium Tequila from Jose Cuervo
purports to keep exclusive company
and teases and intrigues consumers
by suggesting that it is “Not for
Most People,” commented Virginie
Marquet, Senior Commercial
Manager at Jose Cuervo.
05 New to the World of Patria
International portfolio this year is
Chase Rhubarb Vodka. Previously a
limited edition, the huge success of
this flavoured vodka has led to its rebrand and own individual-sized bottle.
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style of Graham’s Tawny Ports has
been maintained, using the wines set
aside decades ago in the Graham’s
1890 lodge,” said Zélia Reis, Marketing Manager, at Symington Family
Estates, showing there is a thirst for the
unattainable, especially if there’s some
provenance attached to it too.
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Evolving vernacular
What the global drinks industry is
telling us is that age statements are
becoming less important, whether to
consumers or brand-owners and there
is more renewed focus on vernacular
that purports premiumness of flavour,
but without the staunchness of how
something should be made. We see this
more and more with brand extensions
using terms like: vintage, reserve,
married, infused and expression.
According to SPI Group’s Aucher:
“Stolichnaya has always been a pioneer,
introducing the first flavoured vodka
50 years ago, the first super-premium
vodka, Stoli Gold, and the first ultrapremium vodka elite in 2003.” Aucher
also points out that its experimental
flavours have also been bang on trend,
reminding how the brand has “developed
an original range of indulgent flavours”
including Chocolat Razberi, Salted
Karamel and Chocolat Kokonut.
So which other brands market
themselves on their flavour over their
creation techniques? “Investment in
the [Brugal rum] brand is increasingly
focused on communicating its unique
refreshingly dry taste,” said Williams.
In the meantime, over at Patrón (Green
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Village H36), the company sees “tremendous growth and enthusiasm” for coffee
liqueurs Patrón XO Cafe and Patrón XO
Cafe Dark Cocoa. “Both are made with
Patrón Silver tequila to create a taste
that’s dry, not sweet, like many other
coffee liqueurs. Duty free operators
across the globe have reported very good
success with their listings of Patrón XO
Cafe, so much in fact that this brand has
now become the fastest-growing spirit in
our ultra-premium portfolio,” explained
Patrón Spirits Director of Corporate
Communications Greg Cohen.
Franc Kopatin, Director of Travel Retail
and EE at Stock International (Green
Village M48) has also seen success with
the liqueur brand Limoncè. The mother
brand Limoncè is lemon, but has three
line extensions, “all of which bring their
own sense of flavour, aroma and quality:
Limoncè Amaro, Limoncè Crema and
Limoncè Ice,” showing that different
spins on a core flavour can work well for
an audience looking for new things.
As well as the Danzka Vodka line being
an attention-grabbing product on shelf,
it has also 40% and 50% alcohol volume
versions of the mother brand, as well
as four flavours to showcase a variety to
consumers. These flavours are: Danzka
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06 Graham’s, the premier
marque of Symington Family
Estates, leading producer
of premium Ports, has
re-launched its range of caskmatured Tawny Ports.
07 Tim Young, Marketing
Director, Brown-Forman
Travel Retail: “The biggest
news for us in the area of
innovation is the launch of
Jack Daniel’s Sinatra Select
last December. The product,
crafted from speciallydesigned Sinatra barrels is
currently sold only in travel
retail (with the exception of
Tennessee; home of the Jack
Daniel Distillery).”

Vodka Grapefruit, Danzka Vodka Citrus,
Danzka Vodka Currant and Danzka
Vodka, Cranraz – a combination of
cranberry and raspberry.
Gabriele Knigge, Brand Manager for
Waldemar Behn GmbH also pointed
out that for the Dooleys Cream Liqueur
brand, “there are also seasonally special
mood flavours available” in the shape
of “the more fruity alternative Dooley’s
Summer Cream or the new creation
Winter Chocolate”.

Premiumness and luxury
But it’s not just all about flavour. When
it comes to premiumness and luxury,
the likes of brands such as Snow
Leopard, “the most recent addition to the
Edrington portfolio and the first luxury
vodka made from rare and expensive
Spelt grain with 15% of profits going
directly to the Snow Leopard Trust, to
help safeguard the Snow Leopard from
extinction,” are the first port of call,
said Steven Sleigh, Area Director for
Global Travel Retail, Edrington (being
showcased on the Maxxium Travel Retail
stand Mediterranean Village N7).
“The demand for luxury and the trend
for premium brands is continuing and
travellers appear to be seeking out those
high end brands with substance and
heritage,” said Brown-Forman’s Young,
reminding that “shoppers are looking for
something special and exclusive to travel
retail as well as their favourite brands.
We are seeing a noticeable shift towards
more premium liquor purchases.”
To fit with the rise in interest for better
quality, Armagnac Janneau (Green
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Village K62) Marketing Manager Corinne
Bucchioni explained how the company
recently repackaged its large vintage
range: “We see more interest coming
from travel retail for our top qualities.”
She also hinted that Armagnac Janneau
will be “introducing more XO, Vintages”
and a “Single Distillery range, which we
just listed at Heathrow via World Duty
Free”.
And there are others with exceptional
products too. For instance, the Dobbé
Petite Champagne Cognac Héritage is
being presented at TFWA World Exhibition. And, according to Virginie Dobbé,
Marketing Manager for Dobbé Cognac
(Marine Village R5), it will be “presented
in an elegant hand-blown and handcrafted crystal carafe”.
Over at Pernod Ricard (Bay Village Bay 4),
under the scrutiny of its Master Distiller,
Absolut has been “patiently perfecting a
new luxury vodka,” said Johan Rudström,
Absolut Marketing Director. The vodka
is called Absolut Elyx which has been
crafted from single estate wheat and
manually distilled in an authentic 1921
copper still. “Absolut Elyx is something
different. It’s a unique combination of
traditional handcraft, copper distillation
and cutting-edge design,” added Mathias
Westphal, Global Brand Director.
Additionally, this year, following its
long-standing tradition of introducing
cutting edge designs, Absolut presents
Absolut Originality. “The elegant limited
collection features four million individually designed bottles, each made into a
one-of-a-kind work of art with a drop of
cobalt blue infused into the molten glass
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Mähler-Besse range is supplemented
with spirits too and is a distributor of
Scotch whisky: Glenfarclas and Mason’s;
Irish whiskey: Knappogue and Clontarf,
Bourbon whiskey: Jefferson’s; Bermuda
rum: Gosling’s; Cognac: De Luze and
vodka: Beluga.

during production,” explained Rudström.

Stylish and elegant
connotations
Voga Italia is being showcased at the
Enoitalia stand (Mediterranean Village
P10). Since hitting the shelves in 2006,
its combination of fashion and quality
has blazed sales worldwide in over 80
countries. Its “Pinot Grigio’s innovative
packaging has drawn consumers to
the chic new style and superior wine,”
said Voga Italia spokesperson Giovanni
Pecora. “Voga Italia presents a new
style from the alluring flavors of the
Pinot Grigio to the inspired blend of our
Quattro (Merlot, Cabernet, Shiraz, Pinot
Noir).”
Mähler-Besse (Blue Village B2) has
launched a new box for its Cheval Noir
wine. Mähler-Besse Company Marketing
and Communications Manager Sarah
Carrier explained that the new box
has a very modern, elegant design and
provides a stylish new presentation for
bottles of Cheval Noir Saint Emilion.
The Mähler-Besse company is growing
with the worldwide distribution of a new
range of Greek wines: T-Oinos! “These
wines from the island of Tinos in the
Cyclades are wonderfully elegant with
roasted aromas and a powerful finish for
the reds, and an expressive and balanced
nose of apricot and dill seeds for the
TECH GLEN MORAY AP 228x163.pdf
whites,” said Carrier, adding that the
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Who’s doing what

1

So, which brands are on display this
year? And, just as importantly, what are
the biggest and most captivating variants
within each of their porfolios?
The Patrón Spirits portfolio includes:
Gran Patrón Burdeos, Gran Patrón
Piedra, Gran Patrón Platinum, Patrón
Silver tequila, Patrón Reposado, and
Patrón Añejo tequilas. It also produces
Patrón Citrónge, a high-quality orange
liqueur, as well as Patrón XO Cafe and
Patrón XO Cafe Dark Cocoa – its ultrapremium coffee and tequila liqueurs. In
addition, Patrón Spirits also produces
Pyrat XO Reserve and Pyrat Cask 1623,
fine Caribbean rums, and Ultimat ultrapremium Polish vodka, which should
certainly get some attention during TFWA
World Exhibition.
This year, as well as Limoncè, Stock
International will show Hammer Head
– the only Czech Vintage Single Malt
whisky in the world. It takes its name
from the nickname of the old hammer
mill
dating back
to 1928, which was
26/09/13
15:02
installed in the distillery.
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Fraternity
Spirits World
is highlighting
its prohibited
Rum;
Marques
De Cuba
Habanero
Rum, at
this year’s
TFWA World
Exhibition.
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Symington Family Estates Reis reminded
that the company has “a defined product
range for travel retail, covering different consumer segments and product
tiers, such as Graham’s 1969 Harvest or
Cockburn’s Special Reserve Litre”. These
have already been implemented in the
stores of the operators with whom the
company works.
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Patrón Spirits is seeing
tremendous growth and
enthusiasm for coffee
liqueurs Patrón XO Cafe
and Patrón XO Cafe Dark
Cocoa. Both are made with
Patrón Silver tequila to
create a taste that’s dry,
not sweet.

Being showcased this year
Diverse Flavours (Red Village L34) is
debuting at TFWA World Exhibition and
Anthony Budd, Managing Director of
Diverse Flavours, said that the company
is really looking forward to showcasing
its range of premium South African
wines. Budd enthused how Diverse
Flavours has “a really great story to tell,
and we will be showing (and tasting)
award winning wines from Cederberg
(highest winery in South Africa), Ernie
Els Wines (owned by the famous golfer),
Avondale (organic/bio-diversity wines),
Deetlefs (2nd oldest winery in South
Africa under same family ownership),
Eagle’s Nest (steepest winery in South
Africa), Hidden Valley (from the top
terrior in Stellenbosch), Mount Vernon
(boutique wines), Napier (from Wellington), Raats Family Wines (Cabernet Franc
specialist with many accolades from
Robert Parker, including the highest
rating, 96, for a South African wine). So it
should be a great show.”

EXCLUSIVE LAUNCH AT TFWA CANNES 2013
MEET US AT YELLOW VILLAGE, BOOTH G54
First Blending Company, Starlaw Road, Bathgate, SCOTLAND • LA MARTINIQUAISE GROUP • www.la-martiniquaise.com
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The Diverse Flavours portfolio of South
African premium wines offers a unique
variation of regionalism, diversity,
history, and taste profiles. “We work with
the following Wine Estates: Avondale,
Cederberg, Deetlefs, Eagles’ Nest, Ernie
Els, Hidden Valley, Mount Vernon, Napier,
Overhex and RAATS Family Wines – most
of which have received international
accolades and awards for their wines,”
said Budd.
Dobbé Cognac will be presenting the
Dobbé Cognac Duo Pack – a specific
selection of 500ml VS and 500ml VSOP.
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Cohen explained that Patrón’s newest
offering, Gran Patrón Piedra tequila,
will make its Cannes debut this year.
“Gran Patrón Piedra is an exceptional
extra añejo tequila – the extra añejo
designation means that this tequila has
been aged for more than three years.
In addition to extra añejo ageing, Gran
Patrón Piedra is also distinguished by its
very unique ‘Tahona’ production process,
a time consuming and ancient method
for creating tequila,” he said. “To produce
this tequila, the steam-cooked agave
is slowly crushed with a large Tahona

08

stone wheel. The resulting juice is then
fermented and distilled along with the
agave fibre. Piedra, which means ‘stone’
in Spanish, is created entirely from the
Tahona process – one of very few tequilas
that is still produced in this age-old way.
The result is bottled at 80 proof (40%
alcohol by volume).”
Cohen added that Gran Patrón Piedra is a
sophisticated luxury spirit that deserves
an equally striking package. The handnumbered bottle, which was inspired by
the Tahona stone, has been placed in an
elegant box that easily converts into a
beautiful display case.
Maxxium Travel Retail (MTR), which has
grown to become the third largest spirits
supplier in European travel retail, has
seen success across its leading brands,
notably Courvoisier up +19%, Jim Beam
up a significant +17% and finally, even
with full distribution, The Famous Grouse
up by +6%, according to the company.
“MTR has introduced over 15 new
products this year, including the exciting
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08 Dobbé Cognac is showcasing the Dobbé Petite
Champagne Cognac Héritage at TFWA World
Exhibition. It is presented in an elegant hand-blown
and hand-crafted crystal carafe.
09 The Macallan M Decanter, which was born of
collaboration between three masters of their crafts
– The Macallan, Fabien Baron & Lalique – was
unveiled by Edrington in May in Asia and is on display
at TFWA World Exhibition this year.
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NEW DAVIDOFF NICARAGUA
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·
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·

FROM THERE
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I N TO N E W DAV I D O F F N I C A R AG U A

·
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·
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·
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davidoff.com
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10 Diverse Flavours
is debuting at TFWA
World Exhibition and is
showcasing its range of
premium South African
wines.
11 Armagnac Janneau is
exhibiting for the first time
at TFWA World Exhibition.
In the travel retail sector,
it is looking to supply
more of its XO’s and more
vintages.
12 Mähler-Besse has
launched a new box for its
Cheval Noir wine. MählerBesse Company Marketing
and Communications
Manager Sarah Carrier
explained that the new box
has a very modern, elegant
design and provides a
stylish new presentation
for bottles of Cheval Noir
Saint Emilion.

launch of new Courvoisier Le Voyage de
Napoleon and the Warrior series from
Highland Park, both exclusive to travel
retail,” said Williams. Plus, its peaty
whisky brand Laphroaig has a reputation for driving innovation in the malts
category and “this spring saw the launch
of the second in the series of three travel
retail exclusives, Laphroaig QA Cask”,
added Williams.
This year, Beam Inc in collaboration with
MTR will be showcasing its new channelexclusive Laphroaig An Cuan Mór, which
launched in European travel retail from
September. This expression is the last in a
series of three to be released and follows
the introduction of Laphroaig QA Cask in
April this year and Laphroaig PX Cask in
2012. The trio is available through select
customers, including World Duty Free
Group, Heinemann and Aelia.
Also being showcased at TFWA World
Exhibition is Jim Beam Distiller’s
Masterpiece, a new ultra-premium
expression created for travellers who
enjoy exploring different flavours and
variants of whiskey and are looking for
something extra special to take home.
The Macallan M Decanter, which was
born of collaboration between three
masters of their crafts – The Macallan,
Fabien Baron & Lalique – was unveiled
by Edrington in May in Asia and is also
on display at TFWA World Exhibition this
year. In addition, the full Warrior Series
of single malts from Highland Park will
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be available. The first three expressions
released in February – Svein, Einar and
Harald – are joined by the newly released
Sigurd, Ragnvald and Thorfinn. The six
whiskies are inspired by the warriors
who, many centuries ago, ruled the
Orkney Islands and showcase the unique
gently smoky, surprisingly sweet character of Highland Park.
“Stealing the spotlight for The Famous
Grouse will be the distillery’s most exclusive whisky to date, a rare 40 year old
blended malt,” said Sleigh. Also on show
will be the new Limited Edition 16-yearold from the brand and the newly
packaged Black Grouse Alpha Edition,
while Brugal rum, which has been
completely repackaged across the entire
range to give a more distinctive premium
design, will be on display. Also alongside
it will be the brand’s new Gran Reserva
XV, which is exclusive to travel-retail, and
Brugal Especial Extra Dry, the cask-aged
product that makes consumers rethink
their perception of white rum.
Edrington’s Famous Grouse whisky will
roll out its new 360-degree campaign
entitled ‘Be Part of Something Famous’,
currently being showcased at Edinburgh
Airport. “The brand will continue to
focus on value growth of the category,
as illustrated by the strong growth of
Black Grouse, the introduction of Alpha
Edition and launch of the award-winning
40-year-old,” commented Sleigh.
From Brown-Forman, Herradura, the

super-premium tequila and El Jimador,
the premium tequila have great growth
potential globally and “although the
category is small in travel retail, it’s
showing substantial promise for future
growth”, said Young, noting that the
company will also be exhibiting Finlandia
vodka and Southern Comfort. The latter
is a brand that allows Brown-Forman “to
focus on leisure travellers and leverage the
momentum of the ‘whatever’s comfortable’
TV and digital campaign, which is a first of
its kind for the brand,” added Young.
But for some it’s not about leveraging
a momentum that already exists, but
harnessing an opportunity. And that is
what exhibiting in Cannes represents for
most – an opportunity. Irrespective of

competition from similar brands, there is
a real value to being at the show – to be a
drinks brand available to be sampled and
showcased on the aisles. The show itself
is an open door to global travel retail and
a whole host of friendships and contacts
to be made. It is essentially a signifier to
say that a brand has ‘arrived’.
As Budd from Diverse Flavours says:
“We know we have a good product, a
product that is not so well known in duty
free.” But, said Budd, it “can add a new
profit margin [and revenue] stream to
the operators”. And both brand owner
and operator in this case have a unified
goal and a good reason to work together.
Budd added: “It’s a long-term business,
ours is a long-term vision.”

Steven Sleigh, Area
Director for Global
Travel Retail, Edrington:
“The brand will continue to
focus on value growth of the
category, as illustrated by the
strong growth of Black Grouse,
the introduction of Alpha Edition
and launch of the award-winning
40-year-old.”
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01 Davidoff Cigars has unveiled its
first Nicaraguan cigar line, which
it is showcasing at TFWA World
Exhibition. “This is a major step
for Davidoff to expand to a new
territory,” explained Oettinger
Davidoff Group CEO Hans-Kristian
Hoejsgaard. “Davidoff’s mission
is to bring aficionados delightful
experiences – regardless of
territory.”

01

02 Key product highlights to look
out for at the British American
Tobacco International stand include a
packaging redesign for Lucky Strike
‘Patterson’, including a contemporary
take on the iconic logo.
03 Imperial Tobacco has introduced a
new travel retail offer for Gauloises
Blondes: Duo. This capitalises on the
current crushball filter technology
trend, which allows smokers to
determine the strength of the
menthol flavour in their cigarette.

Innovating
to engage
with the
consumer

02

03

Tobacco, of course, remains an integral
element of the product offer in travel retail.
While as a category it contributes a significant
proportion of global travel retail turnover, it
is also a major footfall driver. Ross Falconer
explores some of the enticing ways in which
tobacco brands are engaging with the
consumer in travel retail.
Although 2013 has been a difficult
year economically in some regions,
the outlook is optimistic and the
business is growing. The Middle
East and Asia Pacific are engines
of growth; passenger figures are
on an upward trend, exciting retail
developments are underway and
new airport openings are planned.
“The key message is that tobacco is
a key driver of sales within the travel
retail/duty free channel; tobacco is a
planned purchase and duty free is a
brand building channel, generating trial
and communicating with consumers
in the way that we feel is appropriate,”
commented Dr. Jennifer Thanscheidt,
Corporate Affairs Manager, Imperial
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Tobacco (Golden Village GO6).
Many of the tobacco brands at TFWA
World Exhibition are engaging with the
consumer through exciting travel retail
exclusives and special editions, and
eye-catching packaging. These initiatives
are key in the tobacco category, particularly during important events such as
Chinese New Year, for example. Exclusive
presentations are an effective way to
highlight brands in front of both existing
and potential switching consumers, in a
striking way within the store. “We know
that travellers are looking for special
items in-store that they cannot find on the
domestic market, either for themselves
or as a gift. So it is very important that
we look for opportunities – such as
Chinese New Year or Davidoff Suitcase

– when we can develop these products,”
explained Thanscheidt. “Of course, we
consider travel behaviour in our planning.
For Australians, for example, we have
introduced a new selling unit of the
Horizon pack. The Horizon brand is very
strong on the Australian market, so we

will introduce this new duty free pack
in relevant airports such as Singapore,
Hong Kong, and the Middle East. We are
also bringing out a new 50g hand-rolling
tobacco pack.”
Meanwhile, Davidoff Cigars (Riviera
Village RH8) is celebrating the Chinese

Christian Löwe, General
Manager, Bati:
“One-third of the tobacco
shoppers to whom we talked
were motivated by the
exclusivity aspect.”
www.tfwa.com
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Habanos is presenting
two new products
at TFWA World
Exhibition – Montecristo
Doble Edmundo and
Montecristo Petit No. 2.

Year of the Horse with an exclusive 2014
Limited Edition. The Davidoff master
blenders have developed a full-bodied,
highly aromatic Gran Toto cigar with
a large ring gauge of 60 – a first for
Davidoff Cigars. Special attention has
also been paid to the packaging. The
avant-garde exterior of the cigar box is
inspired by traditional Chinese architecture. The minimalist design of the red
piano lacquered effect, combined with a
delicate black felt packaging, is intended
to ensure that the box will become a
much-loved collectible. This luxurious
edition is limited to 5,000 boxes. Davidoff
Cigars has also unveiled its first Nicaraguan cigar line, which it is showcasing at
TFWA World Exhibition. “This is a major
step for Davidoff to expand to a new
territory,” explained Oettinger Davidoff
Group CEO Hans-Kristian Hoejsgaard.
“Davidoff’s mission is to bring aficionados delightful experiences – regardless
of territory.”
According to British American Tobacco
International’s (BATI) (Bay Village Bay
Terrace 1) findings, around one-third
of smokers shopping at the airport
are looking for indulgence, gifts and
souvenirs. Indeed, this is not surprising
as travel is an exciting event in people’s
lives and adult tobacco consumers want
to share this experience with their family
and friends. They are, therefore, looking
for products that will inspire them with
ideas for gifts. BATI is taking steps to
address adult tobacco consumers’ needs

for exclusive and innovative offers in
various exciting ways. “An example of a
BATI success story built on exclusivity
and novelty is Vogue. Established in
1932, Vogue remains one of the most
valuable and fastest growing brands.
Currently, Vogue is selling in more than
55 countries, including in the travel retail
channel. The latest Vogue Travel Retail
Exclusive edition, launched in over 20
markets at the end of 2012, proves the
consumers’ insights,” said Christian
Löwe, General Manager, British American Tobacco International.
The idea for Vogue Travel Retail Exclusive edition originated from an iconic
experience – a summer holiday on the
French Riviera. The execution involved
redesigning the classic Vogue packaging and offering two of the best sold
Vogue products in eye-catching and
gift enhancing outers. “Communication
materials recreated the feeling of the
summer holiday breeze inside the store,
inviting tobacco shoppers to discover this
offer,” commented Löwe. “The afterlaunch results speak for themselves.
The research showed that over 50% of
those who browsed through the tobacco
area noticed the launch. One-third of the
tobacco shoppers to whom we talked
were motivated by the exclusivity aspect,
the possibility of offering the innovative
product as a gift, or by the engaging
design.”
Meanwhile, Habanos (Bay Village Bay
23) similarly recognises the importance

Carlos Ferran, Duty Free
& Travel Retail
International
Supervisor, Habanos:
“From our point of view, the
packaging always plays a very
important role. Not only in the
travel retail business, but also in
the tobacco business in general.”
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THE LUCKY STRIKE STORY
CAPTURED IN A NEW PACK DESIGN

The Luckies script is inspired
by the stamp from an original
Lucky Strike crate.

The inner foil works as
a reminder that it’s what’s
on the inside that counts.

The medallions are a reference
to our founding fathers.

The new logo affirms our
legacy as a brand with a
story to tell. And the script
is inspired by gold ingots
(a nod to the birth of Lucky
Strike during the time of the
Californian Gold Rush).

The back of the pack is
where we promote our
taste and our values.

For tobacco trade use only.
Available in selected Duty Free markets.

Smoking kills
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of travel retail exclusives – it follows a
strategy of developing new products and
packaging specifically for the duty free
and travel retail channel. Most of these
products are limited editions with limited
quantities of cigars. Habanos is presenting two new products at TFWA World
Exhibition – Montecristo Doble Edmundo
and Montecristo Petit No. 2. “Montecristo
is one of the most known premium cigar
brands all over the world, while, at the
same time, being a reference of flavour
and aroma for our Habanos cigars,”
said Carlos Ferran, Duty Free & Travel
Retail International Supervisor, Habanos.
“From our point of view, the packaging
always plays a very important role. Not
only in the travel retail business, but also
in the tobacco business in general. This
has to deal with current consumer trends
and smoking limitation in public spaces.”

Inspiring, engaging design
Thanks to the strong reputation of
Karelia (Bay Village Bay 6) brands, duty
free/travel retail sales across its regions
are doing well. New listings have also
recently been achieved, while at the
same time existing ranges have been
expanded. Karelia continues to enjoy
considerable success with its Duty Free/
Travel Retail Exclusive Multipacks.
Popular brands such as George Karelias
and Sons (Full Flavour and Smoother
Taste), Karelia Slims (all four versions),
Karelia Blue and Karelia White are
offered in attractive outer packaging
to further grow its development in the
category. More specifically, Karelia
Slims, an extremely popular export
brand, has enjoyed great success with its
Exclusive Multipacks. Karelia Slims Blue
400s, for example, is available onboard a
major British airline.
Following in the footsteps of the
company’s premium anchor brand
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George Karelias and Sons, Karelia has
now transformed the brand’s overarching characteristics into a new category
with an inspiring and engaging design.
“The creation of two new brands in the
Soft-Pack category – George Karelias
and Sons Soft and Blue Soft – communicate our clear intention to excite and
inspire the customer,” explained Joanna
Kamarinopoulos, Public Relations
Manager, Karelia Tobacco Company.
Also, capitalising on the significant
trends in the Roll Your Own tobacco
category, Karelia has enjoyed momentous sales development with its very
strong proposition George Karelias and
Sons RYO. The brand is available in both
Full Flavor and Lighter Version, and
complemented by the brand’s very own
Rolling Papers. George Karelias and
Sons RYO is also being supported with
a new high quality customised in-store
displays at travel retail sales points.
Another one of the main highlights of the
Karelia showcase will be the successful Omé brand family. “Since its debut,
Omé has registered triple-digit turnover
growth each year, making it one of the
fastest growing brands. Omé cigarettes
are sold in 38 international markets,
including duty free and domestic
locations worldwide. In duty free, the
range achieved an estimated +31% sales
growth in 2012,” said Kamarinopoulos.
Duty free operators carrying the brand
include HDFS, World Duty Free Group,
Qatar Duty Free, Sunrise Duty Free,
Setur Duty Free, Tehran Duty Free, King
Power and Beirut Duty Free. Extensive
support initiatives include a variety of
duty free gondolas and eye-catching
in-store branding. The latest variation
completing the assortment, Omé White,
has met with strong acceptance and a
high level of enthusiasm.
In addition to showcasing its brands,
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Karelia will display its newly designed
customised in-store merchandising
displays TFWA World Exhibition. The new
merchandising displays offer a preview
of Karelia’s unique approach to the duty
free/travel retail environment and its
dedication to this very important channel.
New units have recently debuted in
various duty free outlets and dimensions are customised according to space
requirements.

Attention-grabbing packaging
With an increasingly diverse travel
retail offer across the tobacco category,
innovation is critical and attentiongrabbing packaging is certainly a vital
part of that. Packaging is an effective
means by which brands are able to

differentiate themselves from the
competition. It is a strong communication tool to directly connect with the
consumer, and show them where they
can find their favourite brand.
“In Cannes, we are introducing the new
global design for Davidoff which offers
smokers ‘a touch of luxury for everyday’.
This pack and carton rejuvenation
retains the key iconic design elements
of Davidoff, whilst adding sophisticated
design elements and details that take the
brand to a new luxury level. This latest
rejuvenation will fascinate shoppers with
its new ‘haptic’ experience and design
detail, which clearly meets the traveller’s
needs for luxurious design, premium
quality and a pleasurable experience,”
said Imperial Tobacco’s Thanscheidt.
“The new design builds on the heritage
of the brand, incorporating both the ZD
icon on the front as a silver ‘hallmark’
and the ZD signature on the reverse as a
reassurance of a sophisticated smoking
moment. Additional text elements,
such as ‘Geneva 1926’ reinforce the
heritage of the line.” Including both the
Davidoff Premium and Slims lines, the
packs themselves combine smooth and
engraved textures to create a soft, silky
‘haptic’ touch that is quite unique. “For
travel retail, the carton interior develops
the heritage story further, prolonging the
consumer journey, and revealing more
about the history of the Davidoff brand,”

04 Japan Tobacco International is
taking its international prestige
brand Sobranie to the next level
with a uniquely designed cigarette
Prestige Case. It is unveiling details
of the exclusive promotion at TFWA
World Exhibition.
05 Scandinavian Tobacco Group is
mainly focusing on the introduction
of the new design of Café Créme at
TFWA World Exhibition.
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added Thanscheidt.
Japan Tobacco International (JTI) (Marine
Village T1) is taking its international
prestige brand Sobranie to the next
level with a uniquely designed cigarette
Prestige Case. It is unveiling details of
the exclusive promotion at TFWA World
Exhibition. JTI has partnered with world
renowned and highly acclaimed jewellery designer Lara Bohnic to craft three
sophisticated and stylish cigarette cases,
which deliver an exclusive and innovative
Sobranie promotion for a target audience
that it says demands an “everyday”
smoking experience that is “beyond
compare”. The handmade eight-carat
cigarette cases in gold, studded with 10
rubies and featuring geometric patterns,
are a unique design and will be on sale
in 2014 exclusively in three, yet to be
disclosed, airport duty free shops around
the world. The cigarette cases will be
sold as part of a limited promotion
reinforcing Sobranie’s heritage in art,
culture and luxury. “Sobranie has always
delivered the exceptional. Sobranie is
still a relatively young brand within the
JTI portfolio, but after just three years
it has made significant strides towards
achieving its objective of becoming JTI’s
leading international prestige brand in
travel retail,” commented David Francis,
General Manager of JTI’s Worldwide Duty
Free business. With a brand philosophy
that celebrates quality juxtapositions of
style and luxury, Lara Bohnic created a
distinctive, much admired and talkedabout range of jewellery and accessories
that have become instantly recognised as
design classics.
Scandinavian Tobacco Group (Blue
Village D10) has enjoyed a positive 2013.
At TFWA World Exhibition, it is mainly
focusing on the introduction of the new
design of Café Créme. “Since its launch
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as the first on the market in 1963, Café
Crème has become the best selling
small cigar in the world,” explained
Mats Väisänen, International Business
Manager, Scandinavian Tobacco Group.
“Some travellers are looking for special
editions and exclusive items when they
travel, but tobacco the brand loyalty
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is extremely high so the majority of
consumers are looking for the normal
product they consume. We have some
yearly special editions, but we mainly
we focus on the core assortment. The
packaging is always very important, both
in terms of being eye-catching and also
to protect the products. Design wise it’s
important to constantly stay modern and
contemporary. That is why we are coming
out with a new design on Café Créme.”
Key product highlights to look out for
at the BATI stand include a packaging
redesign for Lucky Strike ‘Patterson’,
including a contemporary take on the
iconic logo; a new Vogue exclusive offer
perfect for gifting; and the latest filter
innovation from BATI pioneered by Kent.
“The packaging is especially important
in travel retail, as it acts both as an
attention-grabber in the category, as well
as being an appealing offer for consumers looking for gifts/souvenirs. BATI is
continuously working in this direction
and 2014 will be no exception – among
other brands, Lucky Strike will undergo
a packaging redesign,” outlined Löwe.
“Lucky Strike ‘Patterson’ was conceived
to communicate its legacy as the true
expression of an authentic smoking
experience. This is a tribute to R.A.
Patterson, who founded the R.A. Patterson Tobacco Company in Richmond,
Virginia in the 1850s. His vision of creating the most rewarding taste inspires
what BATI does to the present day.”
Among other elements, the new design

resurrects Lucky Strike’s famous
‘Luckies’ nickname, while the new logo
is a modern vision of the very first Lucky
Strike roundel, which appeared on the
R.A. Patterson Tobacco Company’s tins
over a century ago. “The new positioning
anchors the brand to its true meaning
and story – a story that exists beyond
advertising, a true tale of ingenuity and
honest craftsmanship,” added Löwe.
The broad range of exciting new tobacco
products on show at TFWA World Exhibition highlights the importance that these
brands place on innovating to engage
with the consumer in travel retail. The
emphasis on travel retail exclusive
products and packaging similarly
reinforces how vital this channel is to
many major brands in the category. The
range of products to be explored on the
exhibition floor here this week is clearly
better than ever.

06 Agio Cigars is presenting the
Balmoral Dominican Selection Short
Corona at TFWA World Exhibition. A
short but sturdy cigar, it brings an
explosion of flavour without being too
time consuming. With hints of vanilla,
coffee and cedar, there is a mild but
full taste.
07 A highlight of the Karelia showcase
at TFWA World Exhibition will be the
successful Omé brand family. Since its
debut, Omé has registered triple-digit
turnover growth each year.
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UNWRAP
THE MOMENT
WE ARE DELIGHTED TO INTRODUCE:

DAVIDOFF'S NEW DESIGN
A touch of luxury for extraordinary sales
Highlight your shelves with this exquisite design
Delight your shoppers with the new luxurious and haptic
experience when unwrapping the new packaging

MEET US AT BOOTH GO6!
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